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O&O DiskImage 19: Improved Windows 11 Backup

Berlin, November 21, 2023

A reliable data backup is indispensable these days. O&O DiskImage 19 offers even faster

and more user-friendly options for backing up entire computers, hard disks, and files.

Faster and more convenient Data Imaging

The latest version of O&O DiskImage enables faster and more convenient data imaging. The

creation of a boot medium for system recovery and the migration to new hardware have been

significantly improved and run almost automatically. 

Support for Windows 11 and Windows 10

O&O DiskImage 19 can be used directly under Windows 11 and Windows 10. Existing images from

previous versions can of course still be used. Using the included start environment, images can also

be restored directly to empty systems, independent of hardware, so that older Windows versions 7,

8 and 8.1 are also supported. 

Extended VHD/VHDX Functionality

Working with virtual machines becomes more secure and efficient with O&O DiskImage 19. You

can convert image files into virtual images of the Microsoft Virtual Hard Disk (VHDX and VHD) type

and create incremental and differential images of virtual disks. 

Full, incremental, and differential Backups

The complete image with O&O DiskImage is ideal for a comprehensive backup. It copies all the data

of a system or hard disk. This ensures that a complete recovery is possible in the event of a system

failure or data loss. 

The incremental backup is an efficient method in which, after the first complete backup, only the

changes that have been made since the last backup are backed up. This method saves considerable

disk space and is faster than a full image. O&O DiskImage makes it easy to schedule and perform

incremental backups, which simplifies and optimizes data imaging. 

With differential backups, all changes made since the last full backup are saved. This offers a

middle ground between full and incremental backups. It requires more storage space than the

incremental backup but is faster to restore as only two backup sets are required: the original full

backup and the last differential backup.  

Further Highlights

Creation of backups of the entire system (system images)

Creation of backups of drives and partitions (images)

Creation of backups of directories and files (file backup)

Backups can be created completely, incrementally and differentially

Option to create forensic images (backup of all sectors)

Option to create images of the sectors in use
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Physical machines can be converted into virtual machines

Creation of incremental and differential VHD and VHDX files

Machine Independent Restore (MIR) for easy system migration

Machine cloning for easy data duplication

One-click backup for quick and easy data backup

Restore system backups directly from boot media

Data backup to boot media for instant backups

Integration of backups as virtual disks for flexible data recovery

Support for ISO files and a script interface for automation

Support for EFI/UEFI systems and plug-and-play functionality

Optimization of storage requirements for efficient data storage

Pricing and Availability

O&O DiskImage Professional 19 including machine independent restoration (MIR) costs 49.95 USD.

For use on up to 5 computers, we offer the 5-computer license for 69.95 USD. All prices include

19% VAT where applicable.

A free 30-day trial version of O&O DiskImage 19 Professional Edition is available for download on

our website. This will allow you to see the performance and functionality of our software for

yourself.

 

About O&O Software

O&O develops solutions for corporate customers that not only support them in their daily activities,

but also help substantially reduce their costs. Our products for system optimization, data imaging,

data recovery, secure data deletion and company-wide administration are pioneers in the Windows

technology sector. Together with our worldwide network of partners, we support corporations,

companies, public authorities and private customers in over 140 countries, all from our

headquarters in Berlin, Germany.
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